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However, with the passage of Uniform Real
Property Electronic Recording Act the unanswered
questions have been answered. All systems are go!!!

E-RECORDING
I.

THE PROBLEM
Regular methods of recording real property
documents depend upon too many people and take too
much time.

AN ACT
relating to the recording of electronic documents.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE
LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEXAS:
SECTION 1. Title 3, Property Code, is
amended by adding Chapter 15 to read as follows:

II. E-RECORDING
A. What is e-recording?
First…what is it not. This is not about SMART
documents (objects containing the electronic version of
the document in such a way that enables the electronic
extraction of data from the objects). This is not about
MISMO (the Mortgage Industry Maintenance
Organization, a non-profit subsidiary of the Mortgage
Bankers Association [MBA]). This is not about E-Sign
(the Electronic Signatures in Global and National
Commerce Act). It is really not about UETA (Uniform
Electronic Transactions Act). THIS IS MUCH
SIMPLIER. This is about an easier way to record
documents originally created and signed on PAPER.
This is about the “dummy paper docs” we use every
day. Even I understand e-recording. It is FUN. It is
EASY!!! It makes you look smart to your clients. Let
me explain.

CHAPTER 15. UNIFORM REAL PROPERTY
ELECTRONIC RECORDING ACT
Sec. 15.001. SHORT TITLE. This chapter
may be cited as the Uniform Real Property
Electronic Recording Act.
Sec. 15.002. DEFINITIONS. In this
chapter:
(1) "Document" means
information that is:
(A) inscribed on a
tangible medium or that is stored in an electronic
or other medium and is retrievable in perceivable
form; and
(B) eligible to be
recorded in the real property records maintained
by a county clerk.
(2) "Electronic" means relating to
technology having electrical, digital, magnetic,
wireless, optical, electromagnetic, or similar
capabilities.
(3) "Electronic document" means
a document that is received by a county clerk in
an electronic form.
(4) "Electronic signature" means
an electronic sound, symbol, or process attached
to or logically associated with a document and
executed or adopted by a person with the intent to
sign the document.
(5) "Paper document" means a
document that is received by a county clerk in a
form that is not electronic.
Sec. 15.003. UNIFORMITY OF
APPLICATION AND CONSTRUCTION.
In applying and construing this chapter,
consideration must be given to the need to
promote uniformity of the law with respect to the
subject matter of this chapter among states that
enact a law substantially similar to this chapter.
Sec. 15.004. VALIDITY OF
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS. (a) If a law
requires, as a condition for recording, that a
document be an original, be on paper or another
tangible medium, or be in writing, the requirement

B.

How easy can it be?
It can be as easy as you handle it now. If your
lender closes the transactions with a title co instruct the
title company to e-record per their own capability and
if not capable immediately return signed notarized
recordable documents to yourself (attorney) or your
client (lender) to scan and send 1)directly to county
(see details below), 2)directly to e-recorder vendor (see
details below), or 3)to vendor aggregator (see details
below). Once scanned and sent, the county (varies
slightly from county to county) returns image of
recorded document with recording information either
“same day” or next day if after a certain cutoff period
ie 3pm. You are recorded. No original to wait for. See
Exhibit C-E-Recorded Deed of Trust Sample.
C. SB 335-Texas Adoption of the Uniform Real
Property Electronic Recording Act effective September
1, 2005.
Arguably SB 335 was not needed to authorize
county clerks to open their real property records to erecordings. The passage of UETA in Texas effective
January 1,2002 did that. See (SB 393):
Link: http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/cgibin/tlo/textframe.cmd?LEG=77&SESS=R&CHAMBE
R=S&BILLTYPE=B&BILLSUFFIX=00393&VERSI
ON=5&TYPE=B
1
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is satisfied by an electronic document that
complies with the requirements of this chapter.
(b) If a law requires, as a condition for
recording, that a document be signed, the
requirement is satisfied by an electronic signature.
(c) A requirement that a document or a
signature associated with a document be
notarized, acknowledged, verified, witnessed, or
made under oath is satisfied if the electronic
signature of the person authorized to perform that
act, and all other information required to be
included, is attached to or logically associated
with the document or signature. A physical or
electronic image of a stamp, impression, or seal
need not accompany an electronic signature.
Sec. 15.005. RECORDING OF
DOCUMENTS. (a) A county clerk who
implements any of the functions described by this
section shall act in compliance with rules adopted
by the Texas State Library and Archives
Commission under Chapter 195, Local
Government Code, and standards established by
the Texas State Library and Archives Commission
under Section 15.006.
(b) A county clerk may:
(1) receive, index, store, archive,
and transmit electronic documents;
(2) provide for access to, and for
search and retrieval of, documents and
information by electronic means;
(3) convert paper documents
accepted for recording into electronic form;
(4) convert into electronic form
information recorded before the county clerk
began to record electronic documents;
(5) accept electronically any fee
or tax that the county clerk is authorized to
collect; and
(6) agree with other officials of a
state, a political subdivision of a state, or the
United States on procedures or processes to
facilitate the electronic satisfaction of prior
approvals and conditions precedent to recording
and the electronic payment of fees and taxes.
(c) A county clerk who accepts electronic
documents for recording shall:
(1) continue to accept paper
documents; and
(2) place entries for paper
documents and electronic documents in the same
index.
Sec. 15.006. UNIFORM STANDARDS.
(a) The Texas State Library and Archives
Commission by rule shall adopt standards to
implement this chapter.
(b) To keep the standards and practices of
county clerks in this state in harmony with the

standards and practices of recording offices in
other jurisdictions that enact a law that is
substantially similar to this chapter and to keep
the technology used by county clerks in this state
compatible with technology used by recording
offices in other jurisdictions that enact a law that
is substantially similar to this chapter, the Texas
State Library and Archives Commission, so far as
is consistent with the purposes, policies, and
provisions of this chapter, in adopting, amending,
and repealing standards shall consider:
(1) standards and practices of
other jurisdictions;
(2) the most recent standards
promulgated by national standard-setting bodies,
such as the Property Records Industry
Association;
(3) the views of interested
persons and governmental officials and entities;
and
(4) the needs of counties of
varying size, population, and resources.
Sec. 15.007. RELATION TO
ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN GLOBAL
AND NATIONAL COMMERCE ACT. This
chapter modifies, limits, and supersedes the
federal Electronic Signatures in Global and
National Commerce Act (15 U.S.C. Section 7001
et seq.) but does not modify, limit, or supersede
Section 101(c) of that Act (15 U.S.C. Section
7001(c)) or authorize electronic delivery of any of
the notices described in Section 103(b) of that Act
(15 U.S.C. Section 7003(b)).
Sec. 15.008. CONSTRUCTION WITH
OTHER LAW. Except as otherwise provided by
this chapter, Chapter 195, Local Government
Code, and the rules adopted by the Texas State
Library and Archives Commission under that
chapter apply to electronic documents filed in
accordance with this chapter.
SECTION 2. Section 191.009, Local
Government Code, is amended to read as follows:
Sec. 191.009. ELECTRONIC FILING
AND RECORDING.
(a) A county clerk may accept electronic
documents and other instruments by electronic
filing and record the electronic documents and
other instruments electronically if the filing or
recording complies with the rules adopted by the
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
under Chapter 195. [Such an instrument is an
electronic record, as defined by Section 43.002,
Business & Commerce Code.]
(b) An electronic document or other
instrument that is filed electronically in
compliance with the rules adopted under Chapter
195 is considered to have been filed in compliance
2
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with any law relating to the filing of instruments
with a county clerk.
(c) For purposes of this section:
(1) an instrument is an electronic
record, as defined by Section 43.002, Business &
Commerce Code; and
(2) "electronic document" has the
meaning assigned by Section 15.002, Property
Code.
SECTION 3. Section 195.001, Local
Government Code, is amended by adding
Subdivision (3) to read as follows:
(3) "Electronic document" has the
meaning assigned by Section 15.002, Property
Code.
SECTION 4. Sections 195.002 through
195.007 and Section 195.009, Local Government
Code, are amended to read as follows:
Sec. 195.002. ADOPTION OF RULES.
(a) The commission shall adopt rules by
which a county clerk may accept electronic
documents and other instruments by electronic
filing and record electronic documents and other
instruments electronically under Section 191.009.
(b) The rules must provide for:
(1) the electronic filing with and
recording by the county clerk of:
(A) real property
records; and
(B) except for records
maintained under Section 192.006, other
instruments filed with and recorded by the county
clerk as determined by the commission;
(2) the means by which an
electronic document or other instrument may be
electronically transmitted to a county clerk for
filing;
(3) the means by which a county
clerk may electronically record an electronic
document or other instrument filed electronically;
(4) requiring that the means
adopted under Subdivision (2) or (3) be generally
available, nonproprietary technology; and
(5) security standards to prevent
the filing and recording of fraudulent electronic
documents or other instruments or alteration of
electronic documents or other instruments that
were previously filed and recorded electronically.
(c) Rules adopted by the commission under
this section that permit the use of digital
signatures in the electronic filing of electronic
documents or other instruments with the county
clerk must be, to the extent practicable, consistent
with rules governing digital signatures adopted by
the Department of Information Resources under
Section 2054.060, Government Code[, as added

by Chapter 528, Acts of the 75th Legislature,
Regular Session, 1997].
(d) Before adopting or amending a rule
under this section, the commission shall consider
the recommendations of the Electronic Recording
Advisory Committee established under Section
195.008.
(e) Notwithstanding Sections 43.017 and
43.018, Business & Commerce Code, a county
clerk may accept any filed electronic record, as
defined by Section 43.002, Business & Commerce
Code, or electronic document and may
electronically record that electronic document or
record if the filing and recording of that electronic
document or record complies with rules adopted
by the commission under this section.
Sec. 195.003. PERSONS AUTHORIZED
TO FILE ELECTRONICALLY.
The following persons may file electronic
documents or other documents electronically for
recording with a county clerk that accepts
electronic filing and recording under this chapter:
(1) an attorney licensed in this
state;
(2) a bank, savings and loan
association, savings bank, or credit union doing
business under laws of the United States or this
state;
(3) a federally chartered lending
institution, a federal government-sponsored entity,
an instrumentality of the federal government, or a
person approved as a mortgagee by the United
States to make federally insured loans;
(4) a person licensed to make
regulated loans in this state;
(5) a title insurance company or
title insurance agent licensed to do business in this
state; or
(6) an agency of this state.
Sec. 195.004. NOTICE OF
CONFIRMATION.
(a) A county clerk that accepts electronic
filing and recording under this chapter shall
confirm or reject an electronic filing of an
electronic document or other instrument not later
than the first business day after the date the
electronic document or other [an] instrument is
filed. Notice under this section must be made:
(1) by electronic means if
possible; or
(2) if notice under Subdivision
(1) is not possible, by telephone or electronic
facsimile machine.
(b) If the county clerk fails to provide notice
of rejection within the time provided by
Subsection (a), the electronic document or other
3
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effective date of this Act is covered by the law in
effect at the time the document was filed, and that
law is continued
in effect for that purpose.
(b) A rule adopted before the effective date
of this Act by the Texas State Library and
Archives Commission under Chapter 195, Local
Government Code, applies to an electronic
document filed for recording in accordance with
Chapter 15, Property Code, as added by this Act,
on or after the effective date of this Act.
SECTION 6. This Act takes effect
September 1, 2005.

instrument is considered accepted for filing and
may not subsequently be rejected.
Sec. 195.005. TIME ELECTRONIC
DOCUMENT OR OTHER INSTRUMENT
CONSIDERED FILED OR RECORDED. An
electronic document or other instrument that is
recorded electronically under this chapter is
considered to be recorded in compliance with a
law relating to the recording of electronic
documents or other instruments as of the county
clerk's business day on which the electronic
document or other instrument is filed
electronically. An electronic document or other
instrument filed electronically under this chapter
must be recorded as timely as an instrument filed
by any other means.
Sec. 195.006. ADDITIONAL FEE
PROHIBITED. The fee to file or record an
electronic document or other instrument
electronically under this chapter is the same as the
fee for filing or recording the instrument by other
means, and a county clerk may not charge an
additional fee for filing or recording an electronic
document or other instrument electronically under
this chapter.
Sec. 195.007. ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC
DOCUMENT OR OTHER INSTRUMENT
RECORDED ELECTRONICALLY.
(a) An electronic document or other
instrument filed or recorded electronically must be
available for public inspection in the same manner
and at the same time as an instrument filed or
recorded by other means.
(b) The county clerk shall provide a
requestor, as defined by Section 552.003,
Government Code, of an electronic document or
other instrument filed or recorded electronically
under this chapter with electronic copies of the
electronic document or other instrument in a form
that is capable of being processed by the use of
technology that is generally available and
nonproprietary in nature. The county clerk shall
provide the copies to the requestor at the cost of
producing the copies in accordance with Section
552.262, Government Code.
Sec. 195.009. FILING. For purposes of this
chapter, an electronic document or other
instrument is filed with the county clerk when it is
received by the county clerk, unless the county
clerk rejects the filing within the time and manner
provided by this
chapter and rules adopted under this chapter.
SECTION 5.
(a) The change in law made by this Act
applies only to a document that is filed for
recording on or after the effective date of this Act.
A document that is filed for recording before the

D. The “Need for Speed”
1. Inception date for mechanic liens
a. The “early start”…..
Sounds like something good, but it is far from that!
This section of my article is bolded on purpose.
I believe it to be the most important portion of the
paper. If you don’t have time to read any of the rest
of it, please help your lender clients understand
when their interim construction loan take effect
against the liens of subcontractors. We are talking
about “lien priority” and not “lien validity”. Help
them understand, that if labor is performed or
materials are delivered before the bank’s lien is
RECORDED, not signed at the title company, all
laborers and materialmen coming before or after
the deed of trust RECORDING will have a superior
lien to the bank’s. Some banks, with the best of
intentions, perform “clear lot” inspections either
the day of or the day after closing. This is better
than a stick in the eye, but does not help at all if
work starts 2 days after closing and the bank’s deed
of trust is recorded the third day after closing. A
day late can be more than a dollar short. To be safe
(and remember the bank normally only has the
protections of a interim construction binder which
is only some evidence of lien validity, but no
assurance regarding lien priority) the bank should
not allow “work to be performed” or “materials to
be delivered” until evidence of the deed of trust
RECORDING is in hand. The Court in First
Federal Savings and Loan Association of Beaumont
v. Stewart Title Company and Stewart Title Guaranty
Company, 732 S.W. 2nd 98 (Tex. App. 1987) said it
best:
“Under this case, if the fact finder below finds
that First Federal’s deed of trust was actually
filed for public record before the slabs were
commenced or before any other permanent
improvements that were ultimately
incorporated into the houses were commenced
then their deeds of trust liens are first and
superior to the mechanics’ or materialmen’s
4
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documentation. Some favor lien waivers. Some like
subordinations. Some require original contractor
termination and rehiring. Some (with a wink and a
smile) only want lender indemnification (ha!). But at
the end of the day (if that day is before the job is
complete, accepted by owner and the insurer has
“satisfactory evidence to Company that all bills for
labor and materials have been paid in full”) then they
ALL MUST issue the mortgagee title policy with the
following exception (emphasis):

liens that had their inception subsequent to the
recording dates of the two deeds of trust.
If ,however, on the other hand, the
mechanic’s, materialmen, craftmen, and
laborers, in our case, actually started, in a
visible way, the slabs which apparently—
though not conclusively—seemed to have been
put in place and completed as much as a week
prior to the time that First Federal’s deeds of
trust liens actually were recorded in the public
records, then they have priority. And, under
the so-called “relation-back theory” , it has
been argued by eminent, scholarly writers that
the Texas courts have almost uniformly held
that, for the purposes of determining lien
priorities, each contractor or subcontractor or
any holder of a valid mechanic’s lien or
materialman’s lien attaches to the improved
property at a time called “the inception of
lien”. TEX. PROP. CODE ANN. Sec 53.154
(Vernan1984).

P-8. Issuance of Policies Prior to Completion of
Improvements
“Any and all liens arising by reason of unpaid
bills or claims for work performed or materials
furnished in connection with improvements
placed, or to be placed, upon the subject land.
However, the Company does insure the Insured
against loss, if any, sustained by the Insured under
this Policy if such liens have been filed
with the County Clerk of ________________
County, Texas, prior to the date hereof."

If I were a betting man, and I am, I would bet that
at least a few construction starts get started a little
before the construction deed of trust gets recorded /.

If there later is an “early start” problem, I think
the lender is up the creek without a paddle. The only
uncertainty is whether the lender ends up going up the
creek. He certainly has no paddle.
2.

Avoidable technical exceptions for lenders
One of the largest technical exceptions a lender
has are missing recorded liens and title policies that lag
behind because lien recording information is not yet
available.

b. Affidavit of Commencement
I am aware of Property Code Sec. 53.124 and the
option of the original contractor and owner to jointly
file an affidavit within 30 days of the actual
commencement of construction/delivery of materials to
establish “prima facie evidence” of the actual
commencement date, but come on. That might work on
the gazillion dollar deals, but not in the world that I
live in. I send out a ton of them; one in every package,
but the typical builder and owners that I see do not
come back after closing with their completed ready to
be recorded Affidavit of Completion, nor do any
residential lenders that I know require them as a
condition for subsequent advance. In today’s very
competitive lending market few (probably closer to
none) residential construction lenders see the value if
they are only creating rebuttable “prima facie
evidence”.

E.
1.

Who is “Doing it NOW”
Counties in Texas
Denton County was first county in Texas to erecord in January 2004. Tarrant County came on line
shortly thereafter in late February of 2004, followed by
Fort Bend and Williamson Counties. Dallas County
came on line in November 2005. To date 11 counties in
Texas accept e-recordings. Many are scheduled to
come on line very soon. See the map on Exhibit A.
F.

Authorized filers
See Texas Local Government Code § 195.003 in
III B above. Includes Texas attorneys, certain Texas
lenders, Texas title companies and agencies of state.

c. Exorcisms for “early starts”……
Are “early starts” curable? We don’t have the time
(and I certainly don’t have the expertise) to go much
into “early start” cures. Let me just say, based upon my
observations, the whole hocus pocus routine appears
more like an exorcism than a Texas Property Code
procedure. The magic spell varies from grand master
underwriter to grandmaster underwriter and has
apparently been handed down through the ages from
grandmaster to grandmaster with little written

G. How to “Get Hooked Up”
1. Directly to county
The cheapest, not necessarily the easiest, way to
e-record is to hook up directly with the county or their
appointed agent. Hart InterCivic was Denton and
Tarrant Counties direct vendor. Through Hart
InterCivic you can send directly to Denton and Tarrant
5
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Transaction and annual subscriptions vary. The normal
payment method is daily ACH. Not all of them
interface with all the counties that e-record.

Counties. There is some testing and qualification
required and you must write your own “wrapper”
containing the required “electronic indexing
information” per that county’s specs. That “wrapper”
computer interface is your responsibility to create and
maintain.
a.

3.

Directly to vendor aggregator
We are one. There may be others, but if there
were I wouldn’t tell you. Although we contracted
directly with Tarrant County some time ago, we
decided early on not to compete with the vendors tying
directly to each county, but instead tie in to each of the
vendors that are hooked up with each of the counties.
Not being our core business, we are more interested in
a broader platform at a higher price ($10 per
transaction) rather than hooking up directly with 254
Texas counties. We don’t require annual subscriptions.
We’ll invoice you at the end of every month via email
with a detailed transaction billing. Our “wrapper
screens” are very simple. All a Texas attorney needs is
a $200 scanner and computer with internet access. You
can impress all your friends and clients. It is FUN
AND EXCITING. YOU CAN PLAY, TOO. All you
have to do is if the property is in a county that erecords tell them to JUST E-RECORD IT!

No additional fee charged by the county
§ 195.006. ADDITIONAL FEE PROHIBITED.
The fee to file or record an instrument
electronically under this chapter is the same as the
fee for filing or recording the instrument by other
means, and a county clerk may not charge an
additional fee for filing or recording an instrument
electronically under this
chapter.

b.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Sample Tarrant County MOU is attached as
Exhibit D.
Link to setting up Tarrant County MOU:
http://www.co.tarrant.tx.us/ecountyclerk/cwp/view.asp
?A=735&Q=437048

Sample E-Recording Closing Instruction
c.

Hardware and software requirements
A $200 scanner that can create a 300x300 dpi
TIFF image, internet connection, and internet Explorer
5+.

eRecording by Settlement Agent
Electronically record deed of trust and all other
recordable documents immediately after required
execution and notarization. Forward
electronically recorded images and recording
information to [lender’s e-mail address]. If you are
not set up to e-record on your own, then
immediately after all recordable documents are
executed and notarized:
a) put the document to be recorded in proper
page order and orientation;
b) place the applicable (see document title on top
of the voucher) e-Recording Voucher in front of
the applicable document to be e-recorded;
c) scan the document(s) with e-Recording
Voucher(s) as the cover page(s). Scan at 300 dpi
to a TIFF image;
d) e-mail the file to eRecording@ppdocs.com;
e) if not net funded by Lender, collect from the
appropriate parties only the regular filing fees and
remit to Lender. P&P will bill Lender for its
convenience fee (fee in excess of the actual filing
fee charged by P&P for P&P to record) and filing
fees post closing;
f) Return the original deed of trust to Lender.
Return any original deed to the purchaser;
g) P&P eRecording Services will e-record the
documents and return the stamped image and

d. Write “wrapper” for each transmitted image per
that county’s specs
This is the hard part if your IT team is you.
e.

An account to daily ACH from
Ooch! They are going to debit your account via
ACH on the day the filing fees are incurred. No credit.
Cash and carry only.
2.

Directly to vendor
These are probably not all of vendors that provide
e-recording services, but certainly the ones we have
had an opportunity to look at.

Various vendors (in alphabetical order):
-ACS: https://www.erxchange.com/erx/
-Hart InterCivic:
http://www.hartintercivic.com/innerpage.php?pageid=9
4
-Image-X:
http://www.imagexx.com/products/erecording/default.
htm
-Ingeo: http://www.ingeo.com/default.asp
-Landata: http://www.landata.com/
-Simplifile: http://simplifile.com

6
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recording information to Settlement Agent and
Lender. DO NOT ALSO REGULARLY
RECORD THE DEED OF TRUST.
eRecording by Lender
DO NOT REGULARLY RECORD THE DEED
OF TRUST
Immediately after all the recordable documents are
executed and notarized return all recordable
documents via courier to Lender with other
original loan documents requested in the closing
instructions. If not net funded by Lender, collect
from the appropriate parties only the regular filing
fees and remit to Lender. P&P will bill Lender its
convenience fee and filing fees post closing. Upon
receipt, Lender will e-record the documents using
P&P e-Recording Services. P&P e-Recording
Services will send copies of the stamped images
and recording information to Settlement Agent
and Lender.
[Optional condition/instruction: The loan draw
to close this loan and any subsequent loan draw
will not be advanced by Lender until Lender
has recording evidence of its lien and
subsequent to receiving that recording
information Lender has performed a
satisfactory "clear lot" inspection of the
Property to confirm that neither labor has been
performed or materials have been delivered to
the Property prior to Lender's lien being
recorded.]
H. PP e-Recording Guide
See Exhibit E.
Link: https://www.ppdocs.com/erecording.aspx
IV. CONCLUSION
E-Recording is efficient, easy and affordable.
There is not a good reason to continue recording real
property records by express mail and couriers.
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Exhibit C

Exhibit D

ELECTRONIC RECORDING
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is between Suzanne Henderson, Tarrant County
Clerk, (“CLERK”), Tarrant County (“COUNTY”), Hart InterCivic, Inc. (“ELECTRONIC
RECORDING PROVIDER”), and ________________________ (“COMPANY”) with offices
at________________________________.
Tarrant County desires to offer the recording of real property documents by electronic means
providing for the receiving and transmitting of documents electronically in substitution for
conventional paper based documents and to assure that transactions are not legally invalid or
unenforceable as a result of the use of available electronic technologies, to the mutual benefit of
the parties of the transactions.
For purposes of this Memorandum of Understanding, Electronic Recording is defined to be the
electronically based submitting of documents from COMPANY to COUNTY and electronically
based receipt of confirmation of recording from COUNTY to COMPANY based on the level of
automation and structure of the transaction and is characterized by four different levels of
automation and structure as follows:
Level 1 -- Submitting organizations transmit scanned image copies of ink signed
documents to the county. The county completes the recording process in the same way
as paper using the imaged copy as the source document. An electronic recording
endorsement is returned to the organization in the form of a label or printing process in
order for the submitting organization to append that information to the original paper
document.
Level 2 -- Submitting organizations transmit scanned images of ink signed documents
along with electronic indexing information to the county. The county performs an
electronic examination of the imaged documents and indexing data, and then completes
the recording process using the imaged copy and electronic indexing information. The
electronic version of the recorded document is returned electronically to the submitting
organization along with the electronic recording data.
Level 3 -- Submitting organizations transmit documents which have been created, signed
and notarized electronically along with the electronic indexing information. Electronic
signatures must comply with UETA and E-Sign specifications. The county performs an
electronic examination of the electronic documents and indexing information then
completes the recording process using the electronic documents. The electronic version
of the recorded document and electronic recording data is returned to the submitting
organization.
Level 4 -- Submitting organizations transmit “Smart” documents which are a single object
containing the electronic version of the document in such a way that enables the
electronic extraction of data from the object. Smart documents are required to be signed
and notarized electronically. The Smart document is endorsed electronically by the
county and returned in Smart document format to the submitting organization.
Program Eligibility
Title Insurance Companies, Mortgage Bankers, Full Service Banks and other trusted entities may,
directly or through a trusted third party provider, submit real property records for Electronic
Recording. Electronic Recording mandates a close working relationship as well as mutual trust
between the COUNTY, COMPANY, AND ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER. All parties
of the Electronic Recording transaction desire to operate and maintain a secure recording system
that safeguards parties to recordation from deceit, fraud and forgery. This Memorandum of
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Understanding outlines the procedures and rules for the trusted relationship between the parties
involved in Electronic Recording in order to facilitate a safe and secure Electronic Recording
relationship.
Participation in the Electronic Recording program is voluntary and the decision to do so is a
business judgment.
There will be no added fees or costs of any kind charged by the COUNTY for Electronic
Recording although COMPANY will be required to meet COUNTY requirements in order to record
electronically.
County Requirements
The Electronic Recording Program of Tarrant County is defined by the requirements attached to
this Memorandum of Understanding.
Attachment A defines the technical specifications including format, levels of recording supported,
transmission protocols, and security requirements of the electronic records required by COUNTY.
Company agrees to provide the transmission to the COUNTY following the specifications
outlined. Company understands that the specifications may change from time to time. In the
event changes to the specification are required, the COUNTY will provide a written notice to the
Company within a reasonable timeframe.
Attachment B contains the document and indexing specifications for the Electronic Recording
program. For each document, the COUNTY specific document code is provided along with the
required indexing information. Any COUNTY specific editing rules will also be described in this
attachment.
Attachment C contains the processing schedules and hours of operation for the Electronic
Recording Program. No party shall be liable for any failure to perform processing of the
transactions and documents where such failure results from any act of Nature or other cause
beyond the party’s reasonable control (including, without limitation, any mechanical, electronic or
communications failure which prevents the parties from transmitting or receiving
the electronic recording transactions. If the COUNTY system causes delays or power failures
interfere with the normal course of business. By this agreement, COUNTY is assuming no
contractual liability whatsoever for any failure to record any document, delay in recording any
document, or for the quality or content or lack thereof of any document presented for recording.
Attachment D provides the payment options supported for the Electronic Recording program.
County Responsibilities
COUNTY shall attempt to protect the integrity of the Recordation process through ongoing
monitoring of documents received and recorded through Electronic Recording means.
COUNTY shall work with ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER and COMPANY to install,
configure, and administer necessary infrastructure components to facilitate Electronic Recording.
COUNTY shall test and maintain Electronic Recording software and hardware required to operate
the Electronic Recording capability. COUNTY, however, shall be held harmless and not liable for
any damages resulting from software or equipment failure and assumes no contractual liability for
any damages whatsoever via any part of this document.
COUNTY shall institute security to authenticate verbal communications with.
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COUNTY shall apply the same level of diligence in handling documents submitted electronically
as those submitted through the normal manual process.
Electronic Recording Provider Responsibilities
ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER is responsible for providing, supporting, and
maintaining Electronic Recording Software and internal Recording Software to COUNTY.
ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER shall ensure that Electronic Recording Software is
secure and that once documents are received, that they remain immutable until such time as
they are recorded. Limited to software executable and not the network environment provided
by the COUNTY.
ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER shall work with COMPANY, and COUNTY to resolve
issues encountered in the Electronic Recording process that are within the scope of
the ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDERS software.
ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER, through the Electronic Recording software, shall
maintain an audit trail of documents received, ID received from, dates and times received,
receipts receipt to COMPANY received, receipts transmitted, and any errors encountered.
Company Responsibilities
COMPANY shall work to insure that all security measures and credentials implemented are
protected. COMPANY assumes all responsibility for documents submitted through unique
credentials provided to COMPANY for the purposes of engaging in Electronic Recording.
COMPANY shall be diligent in ensuring that documents submitted for Electronic Recording have
been checked before submission, for errors, omissions, scanning defects, illegible areas, and
other deformities that would impact the validity of the document.
COMPANY acknowledges that Electronic Recording permits them to prepare, sign and/or
transmit in electronic formats documents and business records and the document or records shall
be considered as the “original” record of the transaction in substitution for, and with the same
intended effect as, paper documents and, in the case that such documents bear a digital or
electronic signature, paper documents bearing handwritten signatures.
By use of electronic or digital certificates to sign documents COMPANY intends to be bound to
those documents for all purposes as fully as if paper versions of the documents had been
manually signed.
By use of electronic or digital certificates to sign documents, COMPANY intends to be bound by
those electronic signatures affixed to any documents and such electronic signature shall have the
same legal effect as if that signature was manually affixed to a paper version of the document.
By use of digital certificates to seal electronic files containing images of original paper documents
or documents bearing manual signatures, COMPANY shall recognize such sealed images for all
purposes as fully as the original paper documents and shall be responsible for any failure by
Users to comply with quality control procedures for assuring he accuracy and completeness of
the electronic files.
The COMPANY and or its’ employees attest to the accuracy and completeness of the electronic
records and acknowledge responsibility for the content of the documents submitted through the
Electronic Recording Program. Should a dispute or legal action arise concerning an
electronic transaction, the COUNTY will be held harmless and not liable for any damages.
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COMPANY is responsible for receiving receipt of documents recorded by COUNTY insuring that
the source of the receipt is known to be the COUNTY. COMPANY is responsible for forwarding
these documents to COUNTY insuring that the source of the documents is known to be the
COMPANY who has been authenticated and that the documents to be recorded pass from
COMPANY to COUNTY without modification. COMPANY must maintain an audit trail of all
activity, available to COUNTY or ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER, at their request, to
resolve issues or investigate potential fraudulent activity. The audit trail must contain, at a
minimum, submitter ID, submitted content at point of receipt from COMPANY, submitted content
as at point of delivery to COUNTY, dates and times submitted, size, and checksum.
COMPANY is responsible for supporting any technical issues associated with Electronic
Recording. COMPANY shall work, in good faith, with ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER,
and COUNTY to resolve issues with the Electronic Recording process.
COMPANY shall provide end user support to both ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER and
COUNTY through which problems or issues can be reported and addressed. In the event that
problem is determined to be with the Electronic Recording software and not the infrastructure
provided the COMPANY shall work to resolve issues with COUNTY and ELECTRONIC
RECORDING PROVIDER.
COMPANY is solely responsible for any and all costs of the system or services that enables
COMPANY to meet the Electronic Recording Program requirements.
COMPANY is responsible for coordinating all technical problems and issues through COUNTY.
General Understandings
COUNTY will not incur any liability for the information electronically transmitted by the COMPANY
to COUNTY.
COUNTY will not incur any liability for any breach of security, fraud or deceit as a result of
Electronic Recording.
Neither the COUNTY, nor COMPANY, nor ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER shall be
liable to the other for any special, incidental, exemplary or consequential damages arising from or
as a result of any delay, omission or error in the Electronic Recording transmission or receipt.
The COUNTY and COMPANY will attempt in good faith to resolve any controversy or claim
arising out of or relating to Electronic Recording through either negotiation or mediation prior to
initiating litigation.
Any party may terminate this Memorandum of Understanding for any reason by providing 30 days
written notice of termination.
The COUNTY, ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER and COMPANY acknowledges that the
electronic recording process is an emerging technology and that State and National standards will
continue to evolve. To further the technology and the electronic recording process, the COUNTY
and COMPANY will meet once at 30 days and again at 120 days to discuss changes and
additions to this Memorandum of Understanding.
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Agreed and Accepted:
TARRANT COUNTY

HART INTERCIVIC, INC.

____________________________
Suzanne Henderson, County Clerk

____________________________

Date: _______________________

Date: _______________________

____________________________
County Administrator’s Office
Date: _______________________

[COMPANY]
____________________________
Date: _______________________
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Attachment A
Technical Specifications
Format of the transmitted File
PRIA file format standard will be used. Images will be in multi- page Group IV TIFF format.
The can work with the ELECTRONIC RECORDING PROVIDER and COUNTY to provide
additional fields (extensions) to the current PRIA standard.
Communications Protocol and Options
TCP/IP, HTTP and HTTPS
Security Framework
Encryption will be 128bit file and image encryption. SSL and user login/password will
be employed. User passwords will be changed on a quarterly basis.
Returned File Format
PRIA file format standard will be used. Images will be in multi-page Group IV TIFF
format.
Levels of Electronic Recording Supported
Level 2 and 3
Electronic Signatures and Use of Digital Certificates
The use of Electronic Signatures and Digital Certificates will not be used at this time.
However, COUNTY reserves the right to revisit this at a later date with COMPANY.
COMPANY acknowledges that Electronic Signatures and Digital Certificates will be used in
the future and will work with COUNTY to accommodate their use.
Imaging Standards
Documents will be scanned at 200dpi.
Documents will be scanned in portrait mode.
Document images will be captured as multi- page Group IV TIFF images.
Scanned documents will be legible. Legible in this instance means a clear, readable image
– including signatures and notary seals – and in which all portions of each page are
captured.
Document font size must meet PRIA minimum standards.
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Attachment B
Documents and Indexing Specifications
Documents shall be accepted for filing according to the provisions of Texas law and PRIA
standards.
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Attachment C
Service Offering
Hours of Operation
Documents may be submitted at any time during the week. Documents will only be
processed on those days and hours that the COUNTY Recording Office is open to the
public for business. Documents will not be processed on COUNTY holidays, weekends,
“snow days”, etc., or in the event of network or equipment failure. COUNTY will attempt to
notify COMPANY of any disruption in service.
Processing Schedules
Documents received prior to 3PM will be processed the same business day.
Documents received after 3PM may be processed the next working day.
Turnaround Timeframe
Documents received prior to the times listed above will be processed (accepted or
rejected) at those times.
Alternative Delivery Options
There are no other electronic delivery options at this time.
Return to Options
Submitted documents that are accepted for recording will be provided to the COMPANY in
electronic format after acceptance. Confirmation of acceptance and recordation will be
provided to the COMPANY in electronic format after recordation is complete. This
confirmation will include the document image and COUNTY indexing data. COUNTY
reserves the right to make changes to the index at a later date.
Submitted documents that are rejected will be returned to the COMPANY in electronic
format after rejection, along with a description of the reason(s) for rejection.
Initially, reasons for rejections will be tabulated and discussed at 30 days and 120 days
with the COMPANY.
Service Help Contact Information
COUNTY RECORDING CONTACTS:
Paul Seaberry
817-884-1061
Pseaberry@tarrantcounty.com

COMPANY BUSINESS CONTACT:
[company name]
[name]
[telephone number]
[email address]
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COMPANY TECHNICAL CONTACT:
[company name]
[name]
[telephone number]
[email address]
COUNTY eRECORDING VENDOR:
Hart Intercivic, Inc
Giuseppe Ferrigno
800-223-4278
gferrigno@hartic.com
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Attachment D
Payment Options
Payment Options
Escrow accounts are acceptable as the form of payment. Accounts will be summarized on
a monthly basis. COMPANY will be responsible for maintaining adequate funds to enable
e-Recording.
Requirements for each:
Escrow account must be in place in advance of any submissions.
Account Setup Procedures
Upon execution on the MOU, the COMPANY will submit funds in an amount no less than
$100.00 for initial deposit in the escrow account. COMPANY paying by ACH must contact
Tarrant County Clerk Accounting to establish account. The CLERK will provide electronic
deposit instructions necessary for funds settlement.
ACH Payments:
COMPANY agrees to settle account daily by submitting collections via ACH to the Tarrant
County Clerk bank account. Company will provide all necessary reports in connection with
ACH transactions.
Reporting and Reconciliation
COUNTY will be responsible for maintaining and reconciling their receipts. Documents will
not be accepted if adequate funds are not available by escrow account balance.
COMPANY will be responsible for submitting account information with each document
batch, and for reconciling their records. COMPANY file number may be transmitted for
COMPANY reconciliation purposes.
Exception Handling
Any discrepancy in fees discovered by COUNTY after document acceptance will be
corrected by COUNTY within five county business days and COMPANY will be provided
with a notification of the error.
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Exhibit E

e-Recording available through PeirsonPatterson, LLP (www.ppdocs.com).
PeirsonPatterson, LLP (Arlington) has teamed up with leaders in the e-Recording industry
allowing title companies and lenders the ability to electronically file and receive recording
verification of real estate filings. The process now only takes a couple hours, instead of days or
weeks. This service is available to any entity authorized to submit documents for recording in the
perspective county.

What is recording?
Recording is the act of entering deeds, mortgages, easements, and other written instruments that
affect title to real property into the public record. The purpose of recording is to give notice, to
anyone who is interested, of the various interests that parties hold in a particular property.
Recording determines the legal priority of instruments that affect title to a particular property.

What is "e-Recording"?
"e-Recording" is the same as traditional recording with one big difference. Instead of a person
physically delivering or mailing the executed documents to the recording entity (County Clerk)
and then waiting a long period of time before getting the recording information, the documents are
delivered - with specific indexing data – electronically over the Internet. This allows the recording
entity to assign the recording information in a timelier manner and return an image of the
recorded documents with their recording information.

How does "e-Recording" work?
•

•
•
•
•

After closing, the executed and notarized documents are scanned by either the title company
or lender at 200dpi in TIFF or PDF format.
Complete the required County indexing information via the e-Recording portal on
www.ppdocs.com.
The scanned documents are uploaded to www.ppdocs.com via HTTP protocol.
The indexing information and scanned documents are submitted to the appropriate County.
County records the document and returns an electronically stamped copy in a couple hours
or less.

Who can use "e-Recording"?
Title insurance companies, mortgage bankers, full service banks, attorneys and other approved
parties to record documents affecting the title to real property in the respected county are eligible
to record documents electronically.

What type of documents are eligible for "e-Recording"?
The type of documents available for e-Recording vary by county. See the table below for an
overview. However, some counties will allow additional types of documents to be e-Recorded.
Electronically recorded instruments have not been fully embraced by large lenders. It is
recommended that you contact your investor to verify that they will accept electronically recorded
instruments.

How much does "e-Recording" cost?
You can e-Record your documents for the cost of the County's filing fees plus a $10 convenience
fee. PeirsonPatterson, LLP will bill you monthly for all filing fees and convenience charges for that
month.
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Exhibit E

Current list of Counties accepting e-Recordings for real estate transactions.
State

County

Deeds

Mortgages

Releases

Assignments

Texas

Bexar

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Brazoria

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Collin

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Dallas

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Denton

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Fort Bend

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Hidalgo

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Nueces

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Parker

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Tarrant

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now

Webb

Y

Y

Y

Y

Now
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Availability

Exhibit E

peirsonpatterson, llp
Attorneys at Law

Guide to the PeirsonPatterson, LLP Online
Electronic Recording System
A guide to recording documents online

PeirsonPatterson, LLP | 2310 Interstate 20 West | Arlington | Texas | 76017 | 817.461.5500 phone | 817.856.6060 fax
www.peirsonpatterson.com | www.ppdocs.com
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Exhibit E
E-Recording Homepage:
• Once you are logged into ppdocs.com click on the “E-Recording” link. This will take you to the PPDocs.com ERecording Homepage.
• This screen shows all active transactions. A transaction contains one or more documents to be recorded, their
indexing information, their associated parties, and the legal description. Each transaction will be grouped into
one of four categories: Drafted, Sent, Recorded, and Rejected. Each category is summarized as follows:
o Drafted – The transaction has been started and information may have been entered, but it has not yet been
sent to the county recorder.
o Sent – The transaction has been sent to the county recorder and is waiting to be recorded.
o Recorded – The transaction has been recorded by the county recorder.
o Rejected – The transaction has been sent to the recorder but it has been rejected. Possible reasons for
rejection include an invalid document image (not signed, unreadable, missing pages, incorrect size) or
missing important indexing information. If one of your transactions has been rejected, you can open it and
click on the “Rejection Information” link to determine the cause. Once the cause of the rejection has been
rectified you can send the transaction again.
• You can delete a drafted or rejected transaction by checking the box next to the transaction name and clicking
the “delete selected” button at the bottom of the table.
• Sent and recorded transactions cannot be deleted. You can archive a recorded transaction by selecting it and
clicking the “Archive Transaction” button.
• Click on the “Search” link to search for transactions by certain criteria.
• To begin a new transaction click on the link that says “New Transaction”
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Exhibit E
Adding a new E-Recording Transaction:
1. After clicking the “New Transaction” link, choose the county you want to record in and the transaction type. The
list of allowable documents to record is based on the transaction type you choose here.
2. Now enter a name for this transaction. You may use whatever unique name you like
3. Click the “Add Transaction” button.
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Exhibit E
4. The “Documents & Parties” screen shows the scanned documents that have been added to the transaction. As
well as the Grantors and Grantees associated with each document.
5. Click the “Add Document” button to add a new scanned image.
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Exhibit E
6. A popup window will appear prompting you for document information.
7. Select the type of document in the Document Name list.
8. Enter the number of pages of the document.
9. Enter the execution date of the document.
10. Click on the browse button and open the scanned image of the document on your computer. The scanned image
must be in .pdf or .tif format.
11. Once all the fields are complete click the “Add Document” button.
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Exhibit E
12. You will now see your document in list of transaction documents.
13. Under the Actions column you are given options to open the document, edit its properties, remove it from the list,
or add parties to it.
14. At least one grantee and one grantor are required for each document.
15. Click the “Add Parties” button to add a new party.
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Exhibit E
16. A popup window will appear prompting you for the party information:

17. Select the party type. If you have two parties of the same type they will need to be added separately. For
example if there are two or more grantees, each will have to be added separately.
18. Select whether the party is an individual or organization and complete all required fields.
19. When you click “Add Party”, the screen will disappear, and you will see your party added to the document on the
table.
20. Once all required parties are added click “Next” to go to the “Transaction Information” screen.
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Exhibit E

21. The Transaction Information screen allows you to enter additional information about the transaction. The billing
reference number will be shown on your monthly invoice with this transaction. Associated Information may be
required by some counties for certain documents. Complete the Associated Documents section if your document
refers to another document that has already been recorded.
22. The Legal Description section contains information about the legal description of the property associated with the
transaction. In most cases the lot number, block number, and subdivision name are required.
23. Some counties may require additional information about the transaction. If you click on the “Advanced” button
you will be taken to an advanced version of this screen that allows you to enter consideration amounts and more
detailed property information.
24. Click next to continue to the “Send To Recorder” screen.
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Exhibit E
25. Enter your email address in the “Return To Address” field, check the box to agree to the legal terms, and click the
“Send To Recorder” button.
26. If there are any problems with your transaction you will get an error message stating what needs to be corrected.
Once corrections are made you can go back to this screen and send the transaction again
27. If there are no errors you will get a message saying the transaction has been sent.
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Exhibit E
28. Once the transaction has been recorded by the county you will get an email with the recording information and
the recorded document image.
29. You will be billed monthly for all successfully recorded documents.

If you have any other questions or need any additional help recording documents, please call 817-461-5500 and ask for
“support”.
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